Site Review Notes
Hi Ashley, the site build seems really well organized, and you got just about all the content I
asked for! Just make sure to add the sources of the sites used somewhere, like in the footer
maybe. Here are some thoughts about the site visually:
•
•
•

•

•
•

•

•
•

The title “Pink” could be bigger so that it is emphasized more.
The navigation bar buttons’ titles take up a lot of space in the button, so it looks a bit
stuffy. Adding a larger padding would remedy that, I think!
The typefaces used for the navigation bar have an underline on some of the letters—
I’m not sure if that is the typeface or if the default underline property for hrefs is being
weird. I think changing the font so that it fits the website and matches the source code
sans font you’ve chosen would be a good change for that
I noticed that hovering over the space extending to the right of “PINK” in the navigation
bar makes the “PINK” get highlighted as if I am hovering over the word. I think it would
make more sense if that title gets highlighted only if I am hovering over the word
directly
I think the titles of each page could be bigger so that it’s emphasized to the viewer what
page they are on
History page:
o I really like the columns to show chronological order. I think the margins of each
column could be bigger so that the text is more legible.
o I also like how you included a “general” section. I think because it doesn’t fit in
the chronological order, that section could just span the space under the three
century columns. Other than that, I really like the layout you created.
Nature page:
o Again, I really like the layout of this page! It gives a lot of visual variety to the site
as a whole.
o For the “sunrises and sunsets” section, I think that title should be on the right of
the text, because the following sections all have the title to the right of the text.
o I also think those titles could be bigger!
Culture page:
o I think the only thing I would edit about this page is making the title and the
subtitle(Common associations and popularity) bigger for hierarchy
Shades page:
o This is my favorite page!! The only thing is the left margin between the text and
the border is very close and I would just line the text up with where the box of
color starts.

This is a lot and kind of specific/nit-picky, but I hope this kind of just spells out a list that you can
just go through to add changes to the site (-: Thank you!

